A few of the braver (or crazier) members of MediaCom Ireland team have signed up for this year’s Tough Mudder event on 21st July - a grueling 10-mile obstacle race.

Tough Mudder is a series of hardcore 10-mile obstacle race. There is no podiums, winners, or clocks to race against; Tough Mudder isn’t about how fast you can cross the finish line. It’s about pushing yourself – and your team – to discover what you’re really made of.

MediaCom Ireland will be proudly putting themselves through this all-in aid of The Irish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (ISPCC) and while it will be tough and definitely a challenge; it is also a wonderful opportunity to do some good and give back.
The Irish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (ISPCC) is Ireland’s national child protection charity. Their mission is to make the protection of children everyone’s priority. They desperately need donations to continue the work they do to protect vulnerable children.

We have set our sights high and are aiming to raise €2,500 for ISPCC (although we would love to exceed this) to help them continue their amazing work.

Representing MediaCom Ireland are Deborah Carpenter, Simon Kennett, Ben Hawley, Cathal O’Donovan and Preksha Mandhyan.

Please help us and donate whatever you can by clicking here

If you want to know more about ISPCC and the wonderful work they do, visit their website: www.ispcc.ie